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PREFACE

NEW TO THIS EDITION
Important changes in the 12th edition of Advanced Accounting include the following:

■ The text has been rewritten to align with both the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board Accounting Standards Codification and the Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board Codification. References to original pronouncements have been 
deleted, except where important in an historical context.

■ The text now provides references to a listing of official pronouncements at the end 
of all chapters. Text length is reduced and rendered much more readable for the 
students.

■ All chapters have been updated to include coverage of the latest international 
reporting standards and issues, where appropriate. As U.S. and international 
reporting standards move toward greater harmonization, the international coverage 
continues to expand in the 12th edition.

■ All chapters have been updated to reflect the most recent changes to the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board Codification and Governmental Accounting Standards 
Board Codification.
■ Chapter 16 has been modified to clarify GAAP/non-GAAP issue with partner-

ship accounting in instances where addition of a new partner may constitute a 
business combination.

■ The governmental and not-for-profit chapters have been updated to include all 
standards through GASB No. 70. These chapters have also been enhanced with illus-
trations of the financial statements from Golden, Colorado. Coverage now includes 
the new financial statement elements (deferred inflows and outflows), as well as 
the new pension standards. Chapter 20 includes an exhibit with t-accounts to help 
students follow the governmental fund transactions and their financial statement 
impact.

■ Chapter 23 coverage of fiduciary accounting for estates and trusts has been revised 
and updated to reflect current taxation of these entities as of December 31, 2013. 
Assignment materials have been modified to enhance student learning.

This 12th edition of Advanced Accounting is designed for undergraduate and graduate students major-
ing in accounting. This edition includes 23 chapters designed for financial accounting courses beyond 
the intermediate level. Although this text is primarily intended for accounting students, it is also useful 
for accounting practitioners interested in preparation or analysis of consolidated financial statements, 
accounting for derivative securities, and governmental and not-for-profit accounting and reporting. 
This 12th edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect recent business developments, as well as 
changes in accounting standards and regulatory requirements.

This comprehensive textbook addresses the practical financial reporting problems encountered in 
consolidated financial statements, goodwill, other intangible assets, and derivative securities. The text 
also includes coverage of foreign currency transactions and translations, partnerships, corporate liq-
uidations and reorganizations, governmental accounting and reporting, not-for-profit accounting, and 
estates and trusts.

xvii
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An important feature of the 12th edition is the continued student orientation, which has been 
further enhanced with this edition. This 12th edition strives to maintain an interesting and readable 
text for the students. The focus on the complete equity method is maintained to allow students to 
focus on accounting concepts rather than bookkeeping techniques in learning the consolidation ma-
terials. This edition also maintains the reference text quality of prior editions through the use of elec-
tronic supplements to the consolidation chapters provided on the Web site that accompanies this text, 
at www.pearsonhighered.com/beams. These electronic supplements have been decreased from eight 
in the prior edition to three in the current edition. Deleted materials from the electronic supplements 
have been integrated into the text chapters as appropriate. The presentation of consolidation materials 
highlights working paper–only entries with shading and presents working papers on single upright 
pages. All chapters include current excerpts from the popular business press and references to familiar 
real-world companies, institutions, and events. This book uses examples from annual reports of well-
known companies and governmental and not-for-profit institutions to illustrate key concepts and main-
tain student interest. Assignment materials include adapted items from past CPA examinations and 
have been updated and expanded to maintain close alignment with coverage of the chapter concepts. 
Assignments have been updated to include additional research cases and simulation-type problems. 
This edition maintains identification of names of parent and subsidiary companies beginning with P 
and S, allowing immediate identification. It also maintains parenthetical notation in journal entries to 
clearly indicate the direction and types of accounts affected by the transactions. The 12th edition re-
tains the use of learning objectives throughout all chapters to allow students to better focus study time 
on the most important concepts.

ORGANIZATION OF THIS BOOK
Chapters 1 through 11 cover business combinations, the equity, fair value and cost methods of 
accounting for investments in common stock, and consolidated financial statements. This empha-
sizes the importance of business combinations and consolidations in advanced accounting courses 
as well as in financial accounting and reporting practices.

Accounting and reporting standards for acquisitions are introduced in Chapter 1. Chapter 1 also 
provides necessary background material on the form and economic impact of business combinations. 
Chapter 2 introduces the complete equity method of accounting as a one-line consolidation, and this 
approach is integrated throughout subsequent chapters on consolidations. This approach permits al-
ternate computations for such key concepts as consolidated net income and consolidated retained 
earnings, and it helps instructors explain the objectives of consolidation procedures. The alternative 
computational approaches also assist students by providing a check figure for their logic on these 
key concepts. The one-line consolidation is maintained as the standard for a parent company in ac-
counting for investments in its subsidiaries. Chapter 3 introduces the preparation of consolidated fi-
nancial statements. Students learn how to record the fair values of the subsidiary’s identifiable net 
assets and implied goodwill. Chapter 4 continues consolidations coverage, introducing working paper 
techniques and procedures. The text emphasizes the three-section, vertical financial statement work-
ing paper approach throughout, but Chapter 4 also offers a trial balance approach in the appendix. The 
standard employed throughout the consolidation chapters is working papers for a parent company that 
uses the complete equity method of accounting for investments in subsidiaries.

Chapters 5 through 7 cover intercompany transactions in inventories, plant assets, and bonds. The 
Appendix to Chapter 5 reviews SEC accounting requirements.

Chapter 8 discusses changes in the level of subsidiary ownership, and Chapter 9 introduces more 
complex affiliation structures. Chapter 10 covers several consolidation-related topics: subsidiary pre-
ferred stock, consolidated earnings per share, and income taxation for consolidated business entities. 
Chapter 11 is a theory chapter that discusses alternative consolidation theories, push-down account-
ing, leveraged buyouts, corporate joint ventures, and key concepts related to accounting and reporting 
by variable interest entities. Chapters 9 through 11 cover specialized topics and have been written as 
stand-alone materials. Coverage of these chapters is not necessary for assignment of subsequent text 
chapters.

Business enterprises become more global in nature with each passing day. Survival of a modern 
business depends upon access to foreign markets, suppliers, and capital. Some of the unique chal-
lenges of international business and financial reporting are covered in Chapters 12 and 13. These 

www.pearsonhighered.com/beams
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chapters cover accounting for derivatives and foreign currency transactions and translations. As in the 
prior edition, Chapter 12 covers the concepts and common transactions for derivatives and foreign 
currency, and Chapter 13 covers accounting for derivative and hedging activities. Coverage includes 
import and export activities and forward or similar contracts used to hedge against potential exchange 
losses. Chapter 14 focuses on preparation of consolidated financial statements for foreign subsidiaries. 
This chapter includes translation and remeasurement of foreign-entity financial statements, one-line 
consolidation of equity method investees, consolidation of foreign subsidiaries for financial reporting 
purposes, and the combination of foreign branch operations.

Chapter 15 introduces topics of segment reporting under FASB ASC Topic 280, as well as interim 
financial reporting issues. Partnership accounting and reporting are covered in Chapters 16 and 17. 
Chapter 16 has been updated to include consideration of cases where a partnership change meets the 
criteria for treatment as a business combination. Chapter 18 discusses accounting and reporting proce-
dures related to corporate liquidations and reorganizations.

Chapters 19 through 21 provide an introduction to governmental accounting, and Chapter 22 intro-
duces accounting for voluntary health and welfare organizations, hospitals, and colleges and universi-
ties. These chapters are completely updated through GASB Statement No. 70, and provide students 
with a good grasp of key concepts and procedures related to not-for-profit accounting.

Finally, Chapter 23 provides coverage of fiduciary accounting and reporting for estates and trusts.

CUSTOMIZING THIS TEXT
You can easily customize this text via Pearson Learning Solutions. Pearson Learning Solutions 
offers you the flexibility to select specific chapters from this text to create a customized book that 
exactly fits your course needs. When you customize your book will have the chapters in the order 
that matches your syllabus, with sequential pagination. All cross-references to other chapters will 
be removed. You even have the option to add your own material or third-party content!

To receive your free evaluation copy or build your book online, visit www.pearsoncustom.com, 
contact your Pearson representative, or contact us directly at Pearson Custom Publishing, e-mail 
dbase.pub@pearsoncustom.com; phone 800-777-6872. You can expect your evaluation copy to arrive 
within 7 to 10 business days.

INSTRUCTORS’ RESOURCES
The supplements that accompany this text are available for instructors only to download at our 
Instructor Resource Center, at www.pearsonhighered.com/irc. Resources include the following:

■ Solutions manual: Prepared by the authors, the solutions manual includes updated 
answers to questions, and solutions to exercises and problems. Solutions to assign-
ment materials included in the electronic supplements are also included. Solutions 
are provided in electronic format, making electronic classroom display easier for 
instructors. All solutions have been accuracy-checked to maintain high-quality 
work.

■ Instructor’s manual: The instructor’s manual contains comprehensive outlines 
of all chapters, class illustrations, descriptions for all exercises and problems 
(including estimated times for completion), and brief outlines of new standards set 
apart for easy review.

■ Test bank: This file includes test questions in true/false, multiple-choice, 
short-answer, and problem formats. Solutions to all test items are also included.

■ PowerPoint presentation: A ready-to-use PowerPoint slideshow designed for 
classroom presentation is available. Instructors can use it as-is or edit content to fit 
particular classroom needs.

STUDENT RESOURCES
To access the student download Web site, visit www.pearsonhighered.com/beams. This Web site 
includes the electronic supplements for certain chapters and problem templates.

www.pearsoncustom.com
www.pearsonhighered.com/irc
www.pearsonhighered.com/beams
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C h a p t e r

1
Business Combinations

■ On December 31, 2008, Wells Fargo & Company acquired all of the outstanding 
shares of Wachovia Corporation for $23.1 billion, making Wells Fargo one of the 
largest U.S. commercial banks.

■ In October 2001, Chevron and Texaco announced completion of their merger 
agreement valued in excess of $30 billion. In 1998, gasoline-producing rivals 
Exxon and Mobil merged to form ExxonMobil Corporation in a deal valued at  
$80 billion.

■ Bank of America acquired FleetBoston Financial Corporation for $47 billion in 
2004 and followed up with a purchase of MBNA Corporation for $35 billion in 2005.

Welcome to the world of business combinations. The 1990s witnessed a period of 
 unparalleled growth in merger and acquisition activities in both the United States and 

in international markets (often referred to as merger mania), and the trend continues.
Merger activities slowed with the stock market downturn in 2001, and again during the finan-

cial crisis of 2008, but as the market recovers, the pace has again picked up. The following firms 
announced combinations in 2013. Steinway (the piano manufacturer) agreed to be acquired by 
Kohlberg & Co. for $438 million. Nokia bought out partner Siemens AG’s 50% share in Nokia 
Siemens Networks for $2.2 billion. Japan’s SoftBank entered into an agreement to acquire Sprint 
for $21.6 billion, subject to Federal Communications Commission approval. India’s Apollo Tyres 
announced that it had agreed to acquire U.S. tire maker Cooper Tire & Rubber Co. for $2.5 billion. 
Shanghai International Holdings Ltd. agreed to acquire Smithfield Foods for $4.72 billion. Note 
the increasing globalization of merger and acquisition activities.

Firms strive to produce economic value added for shareholders. Related to this strategy, 
 expansion has long been regarded as a proper goal of business entities. A business may choose to 
expand either internally (building its own facilities) or externally (acquiring control of other firms 
in  business combinations). The focus in this chapter is on why firms often prefer external over 
 internal expansion options and how financial reporting reflects the outcome of these activities.

In general terms, business combinations unite previously separate business entities. The over-
riding objective of business combinations must be increasing profitability; however, many firms 
can become more efficient by horizontally or vertically integrating operations or by diversifying 
their risks through conglomerate operations.

Horizontal integration is the combination of firms in the same business lines and markets. 
The combinations of Chevron and Texaco, Exxon and Mobil, and Wells Fargo and Wachovia are 
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 examples of horizontal integration. The past 20 years have witnessed significant consolidation ac-
tivity in banking and other industries. Kimberly-Clark acquired Scott Paper, creating a consumer 
paper and related products giant. Delta Air Lines took control of its rival Northwest Air Lines in 
2008 at a cost of $3.353 billion. Office product supplier Office Depot acquired rival OfficeMax in 
2013 in a deal valued at $1.2 billion.

Vertical integration is the combination of firms with operations in different, but successive, 
stages of production or distribution, or both. In March 2007, CVS Corporation and Caremark Rx, 
Inc., merged to form CVS/Caremark Corporation in a deal valued at $26 billion. The deal joined 
the nation’s largest pharmacy chain with one of the leading healthcare/pharmaceuticals service 
companies.

Conglomeration is the combination of firms with unrelated and diverse products or service 
functions, or both. Firms may diversify to reduce the risk associated with a particular line of 
business or to even out cyclical earnings, such as might occur in a utility’s acquisition of a man-
ufacturing company. Several utilities combined with telephone companies after the 1996 Telecom-
munications Act allowed utilities to enter the telephone business. The early 1990s saw tobacco 
maker Phillip Morris Company acquire food producer Kraft in a combination that included over 
$11 billion of recorded goodwill alone. Although all of us have probably purchased a light bulb 
manufactured by General Electric Company, the scope of the firm’s operations goes well beyond 
that household product. Exhibit 1-1 excerpts Note 28 from General Electric’s 2012 annual report 
on its major operating segments.

Reasons foR Business ComBinations
If expansion is a proper goal of business enterprise, why would a business expand through combi-
nation rather than by building new facilities? Among the many possible reasons are the following:

Cost Advantage. It is frequently less expensive for a firm to obtain needed facilities 
through combination than through development. This is particularly true in periods 
of inflation.  Reduction of the total cost for research and development activities was a 
prime motivation in AT&T’s acquisition of NCR.

Exhibit 1-1 

segment  Report ing  
at  General  e lectr ic

Source: 2012 General 
 Electric annual report  
(p. 191).

NotE 28: opEratiNg SEgmENtS

Revenues (in millions)

Total Revenues

2012 2011 2010

power & Water $ 28,299 $ 25,675 $ 24,779

Oil & gas 15,241 13,608 9,433

energy management 7,412 6,422 5,161

aviation 19,994 18,859 17,619

healthcare 18,290 18,083 16,897

transportation 5,608 4,885 3,370

home & Business solutions       7,967       7,693       7,957

total industrial 102,811 95,225 85,216

ge Capital 46,039 49,068 49,856

Corporate items and eliminations      (1,491)       2,995     14,495

total $147,359 $147,288 $149,567

the note goes on to provide similar detailed breakdown of intersegment revenues; external revenues; assets; 
property, plant, and equipment additions; depreciation and amortization; interest and other financial charges;  
and the provision for income taxes.
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Lower Risk.  The purchase of established product lines and markets is usually less 
risky than developing new products and markets. The risk is especially low when the 
goal is diversification. Scientists may discover that a certain product provides an envi-
ronmental or health  hazard. A single-product, nondiversified firm may be forced into 
bankruptcy by such a discovery, whereas a multiproduct, diversified company is more 
likely to survive. For companies in industries already plagued with excess manufactur-
ing capacity, business combinations may be the only way to grow. When Toys R Us de-
cided to diversify its operations to include baby furnishings and other related products, 
it purchased retail chain Baby Superstore.

Fewer Operating Delays. Plant facilities acquired in a business combination are op-
erative and already meet environmental and other governmental regulations. The time 
to market is critical, especially in the technology industry. Firms constructing new fa-
cilities can expect numerous delays in construction, as well as in getting the necessary 
governmental approval to commence operations. Environmental impact studies alone 
can take months or even years to complete.

Avoidance of Takeovers. Many companies combine to avoid being acquired them-
selves. Smaller companies tend to be more vulnerable to corporate takeovers; there-
fore, many of them adopt aggressive buyer strategies to defend against takeover 
attempts by other companies.

Acquisition of Intangible Assets. Business combinations bring together both intangi-
ble and tangible resources. The acquisition of patents, mineral rights, research, customer 
databases, or management expertise may be a primary motivating factor in a business 
combination. When IBM purchased Lotus Development Corporation, $1.84 billion of 
the total cost of $3.2 billion was allocated to research and development in process.

Other Reasons. Firms may choose a business combination over other forms of expan-
sion for business tax advantages (e.g., tax-loss carryforwards), for personal income and 
 estate-tax  advantages, or for personal reasons. One of several motivating factors in the 
combination of Wheeling-Pittsburgh Steel, a subsidiary of WHX, and Handy & Harman 
was Handy &  Harman’s overfunded pension plan, which virtually eliminated Wheeling-
Pittsburgh Steel’s  unfunded pension liability. The egos of company management and 
takeover specialists may also play an important role in some business combinations.

antitRust ConsideRations
Federal antitrust laws prohibit business combinations that restrain trade or impair competition. The 
U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) have primary responsibil-
ity for enforcing federal antitrust laws. For example, in 1997 the FTC blocked Staples’s proposed 
$4.3 billion acquisition of Office Depot, arguing in federal court that the takeover would be anti-
competitive. As noted earlier Office Depot acquired rival OfficeMax in 2013.

In 2004, the FTC conditionally approved Sanofi-Synthelabo SA’s $64 billion takeover of 
Aventis SA, creating the world’s third-largest drug manufacturer. Sanofi agreed to sell certain 
 assets and royalty rights in overlapping markets in order to gain approval of the acquisition.

Business combinations in particular industries are subject to review by additional federal agen-
cies. The Federal Reserve Board reviews bank mergers, the Department of Transportation scruti-
nizes mergers of companies under its jurisdiction, the Department of Energy has jurisdiction over 
some electric utility mergers, and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) rules on the 
transfer of communication licenses. After the Justice Department cleared a $23 billion merger  
between Bell Atlantic Corporation and Nynex Corporation, the merger was delayed by the FCC 
because of its concern that consumers would be deprived of competition. The FCC later approved 
the merger. The merger of U.S. Airways and American Airlines faced delay and scrutiny over the 
reduced competitive environment, but was approved in December, 2013.

In addition to federal antitrust laws, most states have some type of statutory takeover 
 regulations. Some states try to prevent or delay hostile takeovers of the business enterprises incor-
porated within their borders. On the other hand, some states have passed antitrust exemption laws 
to protect  hospitals from antitrust laws when they pursue cooperative projects.
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Interpretations of antitrust laws vary from one administration to another, from department to 
department, and from state to state. Even the same department under the same administration 
can change its mind. A completed business combination can be re-examined by the FTC at any 
time. Deregulation in the banking, telecommunication, and utility industries permits business 
combinations that once would have been forbidden. In 1997, the Justice Department and the FTC 
jointly  issued new guidelines for evaluating proposed business combinations that allow compa-
nies to  argue that cost savings or better products could offset potential anticompetitive effects of 
a merger.

LeGaL foRm of Business ComBinations
Business combination is a general term that encompasses all forms of combining previously sep-
arate business entities. Such combinations are acquisitions when one corporation acquires the 
productive assets of another business entity and integrates those assets into its own operations. 
Business combinations are also acquisitions when one corporation obtains operating control over 
the productive facilities of another entity by acquiring a majority of its outstanding voting stock. 
The acquired company need not be dissolved; that is, the acquired company does not have to go 
out of existence.

The terms merger and consolidation are often used as synonyms for acquisitions. However, 
legally and in accounting there is a difference. A merger entails the dissolution of all but one of 
the business entities involved. A consolidation entails the dissolution of all the business entities 
involved and the formation of a new corporation.

A merger occurs when one corporation takes over all the operations of another business entity, 
and that entity is dissolved. For example, Company A purchases the assets of Company B directly 
from Company B for cash, other assets, or Company A securities (stocks, bonds, or notes). This 
business combination is an acquisition, but it is not a merger unless Company B goes out of exist-
ence. Alternatively, Company A may purchase the stock of Company B directly from Company 
B’s stockholders for cash, other assets, or Company A securities. This acquisition will give Com-
pany A operating control over Company B’s assets. It will not give Company A legal ownership of 
the assets unless it acquires all the stock of Company B and elects to dissolve Company B (again, 
a merger).

A consolidation occurs when a new corporation is formed to take over the assets and operations 
of two or more separate business entities and dissolves the previously separate entities. For exam-
ple, Company D, a newly formed corporation, may acquire the net assets of Companies E and F 
by issuing stock directly to Companies E and F. In this case, Companies E and F may continue to 
hold Company D stock for the benefit of their stockholders (an acquisition), or they may distribute 
the Company D stock to their stockholders and go out of existence (a consolidation). In either case, 
Company D acquires ownership of the assets of Companies E and F.

Alternatively, Company D could issue its stock directly to the stockholders of Companies 
E and F in exchange for a majority of their shares. In this case, Company D controls the as-
sets of Company E and Company F, but it does not obtain legal title unless Companies E and F 
are dissolved. Company D must acquire all the stock of Companies E and F and dissolve those 
companies if their business combination is to be a consolidation. If Companies E and F are not 
dissolved, Company D will operate as a holding company, and Companies E and F will be its 
subsidiaries.

Future references in this chapter will use the term merger in the technical sense of a busi-
ness combination in which all but one of the combining companies go out of existence. 
Similarly, the term consolidation will be used in its technical sense to refer to a business 
combination in which all the combining companies are dissolved, and a new corporation is 
formed to take over their net assets. Consolidation is also used in accounting to refer to the 
accounting process of combining parent and subsidiary financial statements, such as in the 
expressions “principles of consolidation,” “consolidation procedures,” and “consolidated fi-
nancial statements.” In future chapters, the meanings of the terms will depend on the context 
in which they are found.

Mergers and consolidations do not present special accounting problems or issues after the  initial 
combination, apart from those discussed in intermediate accounting texts. This is because only one 
legal and accounting entity survives in a merger or consolidation.

Learning 
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aCCountinG ConCept of Business ComBinations
GAAP defines the accounting concept of a business combination as:

A transaction or other event in which an acquirer obtains control of one or more busi-
nesses. Transactions sometimes referred to as true mergers or mergers of equals also 
are business combinations. [1]

Note that the accounting concept of a business combination emphasizes the creation of a sin-
gle entity and the independence of the combining companies before their union. Although one or 
more of the companies may lose its separate legal identity, dissolution of the legal entities is not 
 necessary within the accounting concept.

Previously separate businesses are brought together into one entity when their business 
 resources and operations come under the control of a single management team. Such control 
within one  business entity is established in business combinations in which:

 1. One or more corporations become subsidiaries;

 2. One company transfers its net assets to another; or

 3. Each company transfers its net assets to a newly formed corporation.

A corporation becomes a subsidiary when another corporation acquires a majority (more than 
50 percent) of its outstanding voting stock. Thus, one corporation need not acquire all of the stock 
of another corporation to consummate a business combination. In business combinations in which 
less than 100 percent of the voting stock of other combining companies is acquired, the combining 
companies necessarily retain separate legal identities and separate accounting records even though 
they have become one entity for financial reporting purposes.

Business combinations in which one company transfers its net assets to another can be consum-
mated in a variety of ways, but the acquiring company must acquire substantially all the net assets 
in any case. Alternatively, each combining company can transfer its net assets to a newly formed 
corporation. Because the newly formed corporation has no net assets of its own, it issues its stock 
to the other combining companies or to their stockholders or owners.

a Brief Background on accounting for Business Combinations
Accounting for business combinations is one of the most important and interesting topics of 
 accounting theory and practice. At the same time, it is complex and controversial. Business com-
binations involve financial transactions of enormous magnitudes, business empires, success stories 
and personal fortunes, executive genius, and management fiascos. By their nature, they affect the 
fate of entire companies. Each is unique and must be evaluated in terms of its economic substance, 
irrespective of its legal form.

Historically, much of the controversy concerning accounting requirements for business 
 combinations involved the pooling of interests method, which became generally accepted in 1950. 
Although there are conceptual difficulties with the pooling method, the underlying problem that 
arose was the introduction of alternative methods of accounting for business combinations (pooling 
versus purchase). Numerous financial interests are involved in a business combination, and alternate 
accounting procedures may not be neutral with respect to different interests. That is, the individual 
financial interests and the final plan of combination may be affected by the method of accounting.

Until 2001, accounting requirements for business combinations recognized both the pooling 
and purchase methods of accounting for business combinations. In August 1999, the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued a report supporting its proposed decision to eliminate 
pooling. Principal reasons cited included the following:

■ Pooling provides less relevant information to statement users.

■ Pooling ignores economic value exchanged in the transaction and makes  subsequent 
performance evaluation impossible.

■ Comparing firms using the alternative methods is difficult for investors.

Pooling creates these problems because it uses historical book values to record combina-
tions, rather than recognizing fair values of net assets at the transaction date. Generally accepted 
 accounting principles (GAAP) generally require recording asset acquisitions at fair values.
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Further, the FASB believed that the economic notion of a pooling of interests rarely exists in 
business combinations. More realistically, virtually all combinations are acquisitions, in which one 
firm gains control over another.

GAAP eliminated the pooling of interests method of accounting for all transactions initiated 
after June 30, 2001. [2] Combinations initiated subsequent to that date must use the acquisition 
method. Because the new standard prohibited the use of the pooling method only for combinations 
initiated after the issuance of the revised standard, prior combinations accounted for under the 
pooling of interests method were grandfathered; that is, both the acquisition and pooling methods 
continue to exist as acceptable financial reporting practices for past business combinations.

Therefore, one cannot ignore the conditions for reporting requirements under the pooling 
 approach. On the other hand, because no new poolings are permitted, this discussion focuses on 
the acquisition method. More detailed coverage of the pooling of interests method is relegated to 
Electronic Supplements on the Advanced Accounting Web site.

InternatIonal accountIng Elimination of pooling made GAAP more consistent with interna-
tional accounting standards. Most major economies prohibit the use of the pooling method 
to account for business combinations. International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 
 require business combinations to be accounted for using the acquisition method, and specifi-
cally  prohibit the pooling of interests method. In introducing the new standard, International 
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) Chairman Sir David Tweedie noted:

Accounting for business combinations diverged substantially across jurisdictions. 
IFRS 3 marks a significant step toward high quality standards in business combina-
tion accounting, and in ultimately achieving international convergence in this area. [3]

Accounting for business combinations was a major joint project between the FASB and IASB. 
As a result, accounting in this area is now generally consistent between GAAP and IFRS. Some 
differences remain, and we will point them out in later chapters as appropriate.

aCCountinG foR ComBinations as aCquisitions
GAAP requires that all business combinations initiated after December 15, 2008, be accounted 
for as acquisitions. [4] The acquisition method follows the same GAAP for recording a business 
combination as we follow in recording the purchase of other assets and the incurrence of liabilities. 
We record the combination using the fair-value principle. In other words, we measure the cost to 
the purchasing entity of acquiring another company in a business combination by the amount of 
cash disbursed or by the fair value of other assets distributed or securities issued.

We expense the direct costs of a business combination (such as accounting, legal, consulting, 
and finders’ fees) other than those for the registration or issuance of equity securities. We charge 
registration and issuance costs of equity securities issued in a combination against the fair value 
of securities issued, usually as a reduction of additional paid-in capital. We expense indirect costs 
such as management salaries, depreciation, and rent under the acquisition method. We also  expense 
indirect costs incurred to close duplicate facilities.

Learning 
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nOte tO the student The topics covered in this text are sometimes complex and involve detailed exhibits and illustrative 
examples. Understanding the exhibits and illustrations is an integral part of the learning experience, 
and you should study them in conjunction with the related text. Carefully review the exhibits as they 
are introduced in the text. Exhibits and illustrations are designed to provide essential information 
and explanations for understanding the concepts presented.

Understanding the financial statement impact of complex business transactions is an important ele-
ment in the study of advanced financial accounting topics. To assist you in this learning endeavor, this book 
depicts journal entries that include the types of accounts being affected and the directional impact of the 
event. Conventions used throughout the text are as follows: A parenthetical reference added to each ac-
count affected by a journal entry indicates the type of account and the effect of the entry. For example, an 
increase in accounts receivable, an asset account, is denoted as “Accounts receivable ( +A).” A decrease 
in this account is denoted as “Accounts receivable (-A).” The symbol (A) stands for assets, (L) for liabilities, 
(SE) for stockholders’ equity accounts, (R) for revenues, (E) for expenses, (Ga) for gains, and (Lo) for losses.
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To illustrate, assume that Pop Corporation issues 200,000 shares of $10 par common stock for 
the net assets of Son Corporation in a business combination on July 1, 2011. The market price of 
Pop common stock on this date is $16 per share. Additional direct costs of the combination consist 
of Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) fees of $10,000, accountants’ fees in connection 
with the SEC registration statement of $20,000, costs for printing and issuing the common stock 
certificates of $50,000, and finder’s and consultants’ fees of $160,000.

Pop records the issuance of the 200,000 shares on its books as follows (in thousands):

Investment in Son (+A) 3,200

   Common stock, $10 par (+SE) 2,000

   Additional paid-in capital (+SE)   1,200

To record issuance of 200,000 shares of $10 par  
  common stock with a market price of $16 per share  

in a combination with Son Corporation.

Pop records additional direct costs of the business combination as follows:

Investment expense (E,-SE) 160

Additional paid-in capital (-SE) 80

   Cash (or other net assets) (-A) 240

To record additional direct costs of combining with Son  
  Corporation: $160,000 for finder’s and consultant’s fees 

and $80,000 for registering and issuing equity securities.

We treat registration and issuance costs of $80,000 as a reduction of the fair value of the stock 
issued and charge these costs to Additional paid-in capital. We expense other direct costs of the 
business combination ($160,000). The total cost to Pop of acquiring Son is $3,200,000, the amount 
entered in the Investment in Son account.

We accumulate the total cost incurred in purchasing another company in a single-investment 
account, regardless of whether the other combining company is dissolved or the combining com-
panies continue to operate in a parent–subsidiary relationship. If we dissolve Son Corporation, we 
record its identifiable net assets on Pop’s books at fair value and record any excess of investment 
cost over fair value of net assets as goodwill. In this case, we allocate the balance recorded in the 
Investment in Son account by means of an entry on Pop’s books. Such an entry might appear as 
follows (in thousands):

Receivables (+A) XXX

Inventories (+A) XXX

Plant assets (+A) XXX

Goodwill (+A) XXX

Accounts payable (+L) XXX

Notes payable (+L) XXX

Investment in Son (-A) 3,200

To record allocation of the $3,200,000 cost of acquiring  
  Son Corporation to identifiable net assets according to 

their fair values and to goodwill.

If we dissolve Son Corporation, we formally retire the Son Corporation shares. The former Son 
shareholders are now shareholders of Pop.

If Pop and Son Corporations operate as parent company and subsidiary, Pop will not record 
the entry to allocate the Investment in Son balance. Instead, Pop will account for its investment in 
Son by means of the Investment in Son account, and we will make the assignment of fair values to 
identifiable net assets required in the consolidation process.
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Because of the additional complications of accounting for parent–subsidiary operations, the 
remainder of this chapter is limited to business combinations in which a single acquiring entity 
receives the net assets of the other combining companies. Subsequent chapters cover parent– 
subsidiary operations and the preparation of consolidated financial statements.

Recording fair Values in an acquisition
The first step in recording an acquisition is to determine the fair values of all identifiable tan-
gible and intangible assets acquired and liabilities assumed in the combination. This can be a 
monumental task, but much of the work is done before and during the negotiating process for the 
proposed merger. Companies generally retain independent appraisers and valuation experts to de-
termine fair values. GAAP provides guidance on the determination of fair values. There are three 
levels of reliability for fair value estimates. [5] Level 1 is fair value based on established market 
prices. Level 2 uses the present value of estimated future cash flows, discounted based on an 
observable measure such as the prime interest rate. Level 3 includes other internally derived es-
timations. Throughout this text, we assume that total fair value is equal to the total market value, 
unless otherwise noted.

We record identifiable assets acquired, liabilities assumed, and any noncontrolling interest us-
ing fair values at the acquisition date. We determine fair values for all identifiable assets and liabil-
ities, regardless of whether they are recorded on the books of the acquired company. For example, 
an acquired company may have expensed the costs of developing patents, blueprints, formulas, and 
the like. However, we assign fair values to such identifiable intangible assets of an acquired com-
pany in a business combination accounted for as an acquisition. [6]

Assets acquired and liabilities assumed in a business combination that arise from  contingencies 
should be recognized at fair value if fair value can be reasonably estimated. If fair value of such 
an asset or liability cannot be reasonably estimated, the asset or liability should be recognized in 
 accordance with general FASB guidelines to account for contingencies. It is expected that most 
litigation contingencies assumed in an  acquisition will be recognized only if a loss is probable and 
the amount of the loss can be reasonably  estimated. [7]

There are few exceptions to the use of fair value to record assets acquired and liabilities  assumed 
in an acquisition. Deferred tax assets and liabilities arising in a combination, pensions and other 
employee benefits, and leases should be accounted for in accordance with normal guidance for 
these items. [8]

We assign no value to the goodwill recorded on the books of an acquired subsidiary because 
such goodwill is an unidentifiable asset and because we value the goodwill resulting from the 
 business combination directly: [9]

The acquirer shall recognize goodwill as of the acquisition date, measured as the 
 excess of (a) over (b):

a. The aggregate of the following:
1. The consideration transferred measured in accordance with this Section, which 

generally requires acquisition-date fair value (see paragraph 805-30-30-7)
2. The fair value of any noncontrolling interest in the acquiree
3. In a business combination achieved in stages, the acquisition-date fair value of 

the acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree
b. The net of the acquisition-date [fair value] amounts of the identifiable assets 

 acquired and the liabilities assumed measured in accordance with this Topic

recognItIon and MeasureMent of other IntangIble assets  GAAP [10] clarifies the recognition 
of  intangible assets in business combinations under the acquisition method. Firms should 
 recognize intangibles separate from goodwill only if they fall into one of two categories. 
 Recognizable intangibles must meet either a separability criterion or a contractual-legal 
criterion.

Learning 
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GAAP defines intangible assets as either current or noncurrent assets (excluding financial 
 instruments) that lack physical substance. Per GAAP:

The acquirer shall recognize separately from goodwill the identifiable intangible 
 assets acquired in a business combination. An intangible asset is identifiable if it meets 
either the separability criterion or the contractual-legal criterion described in the 
 definition of identifiable.

The separability criterion means that an acquired intangible asset is capable 
of  being separated or divided from the acquiree and sold, transferred, licensed, 
rented, or exchanged, either individually or together with a related contract, 
 identifiable asset, or liability. An intangible asset that the acquirer would be able 
to sell,  license, or otherwise exchange for something else of value meets the sepa-
rability criterion even if the acquirer does not intend to sell, license, or otherwise 
exchange it. . . .

An acquired intangible asset meets the separability criterion if there is evidence of 
exchange transactions for that type of asset or an asset of a similar type, even if those 
transactions are infrequent and regardless of whether the acquirer is involved in 
them. . . .

An intangible asset that is not individually separable from the acquiree or combined 
entity meets the separability criterion if it is separable in combination with a related 
contract, identifiable asset, or liability. [11]

Intangible assets that are not separable should be included in goodwill. For example, acquired 
firms will have a valuable employee workforce in place, but this asset cannot be recognized as 
an intangible asset separately from goodwill. GAAP (reproduced in part in Exhibit 1-2) provides 
more detailed discussion and an illustrative list of intangible assets that firms can recognize sepa-
rately from goodwill.

contIngent consIderatIon In an acquIsItIon  A business combination may provide for additional 
payments to the previous stockholders of the acquired company, contingent on future events or 
transactions. The contingent consideration may include the distribution of cash or other assets 
or the issuance of debt or equity securities.

Contingent consideration in an acquisition must be measured and recorded at fair value as of 
the acquisition date as part of the consideration transferred in the acquisition. In practice, this 
requires the acquirer to estimate the amount of consideration it will be liable for when the contin-
gency is resolved in the future.

The contingent consideration can be classified as equity or as a liability. An acquirer may 
agree to issue additional shares of stock to the acquiree if the acquiree meets an earnings goal 
in the future. Then, the contingent consideration is in the form of equity. At the date of acquisi-
tion, the Investment and Paid-in Capital accounts are increased by the fair value of the contingent 
 consideration. Alternatively, an acquirer may agree to pay additional cash to the acquiree if the 
acquiree meets an earnings goal in the future. Then, the contingent consideration is in the form of 
a liability. At the date of the acquisition, the Investment and Liability accounts are increased by the 
fair value of the contingent consideration.

The accounting treatment of subsequent changes in the fair value of the contingent considera-
tion depends on whether the contingent consideration is classified as equity or as a liability. If the 
contingent consideration is in the form of equity, the acquirer does not remeasure the fair value of 
the contingency at each reporting date until the contingency is resolved. When the contingency is 
settled, the change in fair value is reflected in the equity accounts. If the contingent consideration 
is in the form of a liability, the acquirer measures the fair value of the contingency at each report-
ing date until the contingency is resolved. Changes in the fair value of the contingent consideration 
are reported as a gain or loss in earnings, and the liability is also adjusted. [12]




